
Shristi discussion meeting minutes from Asha Austin 
 
Part I -- July 31, 2011 
Shristi Update: Rahul and Vinod 
  
  
[Slides attached] 
* 30% of low-weight births suffer from CP? 
This statistic seems very doubtful. Where are these statistics from? More info needed on this. 
[AI: Vinod] What is the level of interaction between normal kids and mentally disabled kids at 
Balwadi / Chennanhalli campus 
  
[AI: Vinod] What does ‘work-place behavior’ training mean? What is Shristi doing to better equip 
vocational unit kids for social interactions in external workplace 
* Some parents help as care-givers 
  
[AI: Vinod] In the cash balance statement, what is the first line on the left hand side (liabilities) mean? 
Is it representative of Cash in the bank? 
* No real exit strategy or weaning program with the project 
  
* Asha’s involvement is roughly 15% of overall budget (this includes SV + Austin) 
* SV evaluation metrics is pretty nice 
* Teacher attrition is due to burnout in addition to other things. They tend to move to other places 
where salary is better and/or emotional toll of work is less 
Q: Can STAT be used by other projects? 
A: No. It is proprietary. Karthikeyan is trained to use it, but not qualified to train others 
* Santosh + Runner’s high program will help a bit in meeting budget 
* SV voted generically with a wording that allows the project to use the funds in any way it deems fit as 
long as it restricted to the salaries of the special educators, rather than making is a strict line-item 
vote. Steward Vinod suggested that Austin do the same 
[AI: Savitha / Ranga] Follow up with Bharath / Arvind to get exact disbursement amount 
[AI: Vinod / Sriram] See if SAT / SAC is feasible, and make a move on it 
[AI: Vinod] Send out a one-page project update and pledge request to past donors 
* We have tried contacting MHV for this project, but with no success 
[AI: Rahul] See if Arizona would be interested in one-time support 
 
 
 
Part II -- August 7, 2011 
Shristi Update: Rahul 
[Arvind V called in for this vote] 
  
Vinod responded to the questions. The responses were discussed. 
  
Asha Austin approves the disbursement of 4131 towards the salaries of educators in the austism or 
respite care unit atShristi Special Academy for 2011. We will re-evaluate funding situation in January 
2012. 
 
Vote:  
Yes: 6 (Arvind V, Sindhu, Ranga, Rahul, Mohit, Savitha) No: 0, Abstain: 2 (Bhaskar, Arvind Rao) 


